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Toneelgroep Amsterdam creates an irresistible vortex 
with Eugene O’Neill tragedy
Chicago Theatre Review Examiner, 26 feb 09, Catey Sullivan

Holy mother-f*cking mother of god. Such was the initial, utterly gobsmacked 
reaction we had to the Toneelgroep’s Ash Wednesday opening of Rouw siert Electra 
(Mourning Becomes Electra), the latest in the Goodman Theatre’s Eugene O’Neil 
Festival. Radiant with carnality, it sucks you in with the force of a black hole and 
keeps snared in its thrall for three hours while meteorites of rage, lust, and despair 
smash you in the gut. And in the end, it spits you back out like a limp dishrag, 
scoured, exhausted and not quite the same person you were at the onset.

Of the thousands of productions we’ve seen over the past 20 years, we can think of 

precisely two that battered us with this degree of glorious, uncompromising force and 

ultimately cathartic power: Tony Kushner’s Angels in America and Tracy Letts’ August: 

Osage County. Rouw siert Electra, directed by Ivo Van Hove and performed in Dutch (with 

supertitles) is a here only through Feb. 28. And yes, we know we sound breathlessly over 

the top. We don’t care. Just. Go. 

Eugene O’Neill’s saga of the Mannon family is Aeschylus’ bloody Oresteia transplanted 

to the northern United States just after the Civil War. Daughter Lavinia Mannon loves her 

father Ezra with a skin-crawling, festering brew of absolute hero-worship and lust. Ezra’s 

wife Christine hates him with equally passionate fervor – she’s in love with the sea captain 

Brant, a man whose own poisonous history is tangled deep in the roots of the Mannon’s 

corrupt family tree. The final member of the clan is Christine and Ezra’s son Orin. A 

shell-shocked soldier wandering in a hallucinatory netherworld of rotting corpses, he’s a 

grotesque mirror image of his sister Lavinia: He loves his mother feverishly and despises 

his father with a fury as rank and deadly as the brain fever he contracted from an infected 

wound.

If you know your Orestia you know the rotting skeleton of the plot: Mother hates daughter, 

kills husband. Daughter loves father, kills mother. And the cycle of death and abomination 

in a suffocating, fetid world that kills innocence and daylight perpetuates itself from one 

damned generation to the next.

While Rouw is set in the 1860s in the ghost-ridden Mannon home, director van Hove puts 

the cast in minimalist modern dress and the action in a generic office space dominated by 

a large whiteboard. It’s a neutral, almost blank canvas – which makes the Mannons’ spiral 

into muck and blood and blinding, horrifying sexuality all the more vivid.
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Throughout, van Hove uses multimedia – projections, e-mail exchanges, scribblings on 

that white board – to color and propel the story. It’s an approach that defies reality and 

heightens it. A simple scrawl of red marker on an overhead projection turns the stage 

and everyone on it a Satanic crimson. Bodies, naked and pink, are wound in cellophane 

and left to litter the office like monstrous shipments of fresh meat. A paper bag becomes 

the instrument of a futile exorcism. The click of fingers on a keyboard becomes a primal, 

unuttered scream.

A grainy video captures the feral joy of a man and woman in love having oral sex – and 

then becomes something akin to a snuff film when the videographer opens fire.

It’s after that last when Christine Mannon (Janni Goslinga) lets out a low, bestial moan. 

The moment is the stuff of recurring nightmares, haunting and indelible. The cast 

maintains that level of intensity throughout, bathing the production in an all-consuming 

ferocity that’s both mental and physical. That the same actor (Hans Kesting) plays both 

Ezra and Brant – adds layer on layer of twisting allure to the staging. In one scene, Brant 

is seducing Lavinia, the girl in love with her father. In the next scene, he is that father 

- violently raping the unwilling wife who is in love with Brant. It’s a brilliant bit of mind 

f*ckery. The costuming is similarly powerful: A green dress becomes a stark emblem of the 

crushing, killing and inevitable power of genetics as destiny. Shoes are shed as humans 

descend into savagery.

The ensemble – Goslinga, Kesting, Halina Reijn as Lavinia, Eelco Smits as Peter, Hugo 

Koolschijn as Mannon family gardener Seth Beckwith and and Alwin Pulinckx and Karina 

Smulders as innocent neighbors sucked into the Mannon vortex – is superb.

“My mind is full of ghosts,” says Orin as he plummets further into the Mannon abyss. So is 

Rouw siert Electra – phantoms spectral , corporal and unforgettable.


